
Bonus 1 Affiliate Recruiting and Follow Up Tracking strategies 
 
VP of Operations here with your affiliate launch coach and Matt McWilliams, and today 
I'm just going to give you a quick walkthrough of. Our outreach and follow up template 
now we use a program called Asana and one of the reasons we like this is because it's 
super flexible and can be used pretty much how you would like to give you a quick 
walkthrough of how we do it. So at the top here we have a list for identifying our 
potential affiliates. Now you've already set this up with your spreadsheet and I would 
just add a link here. That way you've got quick reference to go quickly find. The next 
people to reach out to on your list. So if you're working with your VA, they they can have 
this link. As well. And if it's just you, then you have it always available. The next section 
here is our initial e-mail to affiliate. So once we finally have put together and written 
that e-mail to our reach out or the affiliate we're trying to reach out to will add their 
name and their e-mail here. Now you can see I've got a template. In here, just as a task. 
This is the template that we use within the fine Affiliates now course and you can again 
just put a link to that template here, or you can even copy and paste. The. Content the 
swipe copy that we gave you in here. So we will will move their name from the 
spreadsheet, we'll leave it there and then we'll add this line here just with their name 
and their e-mail just so we know in our our process of where these people are as far as 
recruitment. Where they are, so we know that they've had their initial e-mail. Sent to 
them. Now. If they we get a reply, that's a maybe. If we receive that reply, we'll move 
them down here into the reply received and and will determine what next steps we need 
to take with them, whether that's give them more information or hop on a call with 
them, whatever that may be. This is going to be. Just for those maybes, if somebody 
gives you a direct no, you can just check the task off and move on to hear next 
outreach. 
Now if you haven't heard back from somebody, you can move them down here into the 
follow up e-mail and this just is how you remember. That you've sent the initial follow 
up. Now one of the nice things again about Asana here is you can. Create as many of 
these sections as you want. So if you want to have you know follow up #2 follow up #3 
follow up #4 you know. Matt usually talks about how you need 7 to 10 follow-ups, and if 
you haven't heard any gotten a definitive yes by that point then it's probably time to just 
check. M off 'cause it's likely not going to happen, so you can create as many of these 
follow up. Sections as you like and like I said, if you get that maybe you can move down 
here or if you get a yes, you can move them down here to actually let's just update that 
now. So this will be our, yes. And maybe to determine what what actions you need to 
take with them. So next you can move them down into this affiliate assets sent so once 
you send them swipe copy graphics, they're links and everything else they need then. 
You know you've got them ready. To promote your offering and then we just include a 
little section here at the bottom. This is, you know, make sure that we've sent them a 
thank you e-mail and you can even use this for future followups, so weather 2 weeks or 
a 
month after they've entered your affiliate program. This is a good way just to to touch up 
or touch get in touch with them again to make sure that they have everything they need 
to support your promotion. Our goal is to show you a simple system that you can use to 
track where your affiliate or your potential affiliates are. In your chain so that you can 



get them promoting your offer. 


